“Right now in the printing industry, if you don’t invest in technology, you cease to exist. Domino isn’t the cheapest solution, but you get what you pay for. Domino definitely made me a believer.”
Philip Sparks, Production Coordinator
Flesh Co.

Why DOMINO?
• Over 35 years of inkjet experience
• Financially strong and stable
• Heavily invested in digital technology
• World headquarters: Cambridge, UK
• North American headquarters: Gurnee, IL

Why K600i?
• Most reliable digital monochrome UV inkjet printer.
• High-speed digital black plate.
• Variable printing for bar code serialization & numbering.
• Single print bar design.
• Image width 4.25”, 8.69”, 13.1”, 17.5”, 21.96” standard.
• AUTOMATED stitching of printheads for seamless print.
• AUTOMATED printhead cleaning for best print quality.
• AUTOMATED ink circulation for minimizing jet outs.
• User-selectable droplet sizes for less ink consumption.